
 

UPGRADED IGNITION ROVER V8 

Mallory billet distributor for Buick/Rover and Mallory CDI unit.  New in boxes. $600 

 
 

 

FUEL CAPS 

1. Melvyn Rutter supplied 3” alloy flip caps, new in bags. Complete with tails for fuel hose 

fitting and fixings to body.  Non locking.  Cost 184 pounds back a few years, excluding tax 

and shipping.   $250 for the pair (I note CRM051 does not appear in Melvyn’s catalogue 

these days, but CRM052 does for 314 pounds per pair) 

2. Locking fuel caps with all fixings to body and fuel filler hose, and keys.  Has a couple of 

spare outer caps.  $120 the pair 

3. Very early filler caps, round chrome.  Vent hole drilled in the middle!  Can see tiny 

blemishes up close, but very good.  Fitted to my 1975 car originally.  MR has them at 34 

pounds each, I’d take $20 for the pair (PS they aren’t yellow, that’s a ceiling reflection) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXHAUST 

A complete +8 system.  Mufflers are Langford stainless 770 x 100, straight through, pipes are 

stainless.  Sounds wonderful at full throttle if you like that sort of thing.  There is an 

additional pair of stainless pipes included. They could be fitted with additional mufflers to 

allow a quick change to a quiet system, as needed. Headers and 2 into 1s are a great 

upgrade for the cast headers and a good replacement for a tired set up.  Very sound, and 



made from quite thick steel.   If the headers were sandblasted and given a coat of something 

they would look terrific.  The 2 into 1s are stainless.  $900 

 
 

 

WIRE WHEEL CONVERSION PARTS 

1. BTR axle 3.07 lsd fitted with splined hubs and drums 

2. Crossmember damper mount 

3. L & R front assemblies, complete with stub axles, splined hubs, discs, Caparo alloy 4 pot 

calipers and pads 

4. 5 black sport wires 15 x 6.5.  Lightweight at under 8kg each 

The bits are just about as good as new, low mileage and in the case of the axle, also fully 

rebuilt by a diff specialist. An unused centre lock spanner and hammer are included, as well 

as a prop shaft to suit the axle. 

 

 
 

 
 



 

 
 

 

 


